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Broken Cameras, A Broken Territory
IMAN SYED, University of Pennsylvania
Abstract
Emad Burnat, a Palestinian farmer uses cameras and filming to depict his son Gibreel’s
upbringing. However, under the backdrop of Israeli occupation, his clips instead
display peaceful dissent against the apartheid in his town of Bil’in, located in Ramallah
in the West Bank. Paired with and anti-Zionist activism Israeli director – Guy Davidi–
Burnat’s home films accumulate in the Academy Award nominated film 5 Broken
Cameras. This paper argues that 5 Broken Cameras is not only a microcosm for
Palestinian nonviolent resistance but an attempt to humanize a vilified people to an
international audience. The paper is a case study of the film, drawing from sources
highlighting information about the occupation, interviews with Burnat and Davidi, and
reception of the film from Middle East articles. The film is effective in its
demonstration of the tenacity but also the hopefulness and determination required of
a non-violent movement in lightof the odds of succeeding slim. The Bil’in villagers’
ability to work to not only promote their owncause but trust an Israeli – their perceived
enemy –demonstrates the possibility of allyship for the Palestinian people and cause
against Zionism. The film became a way to bridge the gaps and promote cultural
understanding between the audience and Palestinians.
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Two-year-old Palestinian Gibreel Burnat,
overwhelmed by the looming barrier ahead of
him, clutches an olive branch. He waddles
over to the patrolling Israeli guard – a gun
slung around his chest – in the Palestinian
village of Bil'in (west of Ramallah); he
proceeds to extend an olive branch, literally.
The extraordinary moment is captured on
film: behind the camera stands Gibreel's
father, filming on his second in a series of his
five
broken
cameras.1
Burnat – a Palestinian farmer and olive picker
by trade – bought his first camera to celebrate
the birth of his fourth child, Gibreel.
However, the camera’s intention shifted from
documenting Gibreel’s upbringing to
centering around Bil’in’s and its villagers’
role in Palestinian non-violent resistance
against the Israeli occupation. Burnat films
the arrests, the deaths, and the dangers of
fighting peacefully for the right of land and
peoplehood. Despite the lack of attention in
Western media, Palestinian resistance has
taken non-violent forms since even before the
1948 UN creation of the state of Israel. This
is because Palestinians do not have an
effective or “proper” army. These home
videos – co-directed and edited by Israeli
director Guy Davidi – were filmed over five
broken cameras throughout six years. 5
Broken Cameras, the deeply emotional film
and a first-hand account stirs intense empathy
for the Palestinian villagers fighting for their
rights against those who oppress them. Bil'in
became a focal point of international
nonviolent resistance as the Palestinian
villagers fought against a wall cutting
through their farmlands, with the Israeli
settlement – Modi'in-Ilit – planning to
expand onto the disputed land. " 2 Burnat
captured the villagers – young and old –
going to the street after every Jummah –
Friday prayer, to peacefully protest; these
demonstrations often ended in Israeli officers
cracking down with arrests, tear gas, or

shootings. The film introduced American and
European audiences to the concept of nonviolent Palestinian resistance, a type of
protest not portrayed by Western Media.
Western–American and European media
often characterizes Palestinian resistance as
violent due to its coverage on acts perpetrated
by groups like Hamas. 3Palestinian
resistance, therefore, in the Western gaze
often gets conflated with terrorism.
Additionally, the documentary showed the
brutality that Israeli Defense Force – or IDF
– soldiers use towards the Palestinians, and
the brute force and systematic laws involved
in occupying and encroaching on Palestinian
lands.4
5 Broken Cameras is an exemplar for nonviolent Palestinian resistance. This paper
argues that 5 Broken Cameras is not only a
microcosm for Palestinian nonviolent
resistance but also an attempt to re-humanize
a vilified people. The opening section of this
paper will provide context for the film: the
discussion of the development of the film, the
conflict happening in Bil’in within the
parameters of the larger Israeli occupation,
and how it effectively showed the evolution
of non-violent resistance in this town. Then,
the paper will transition to discuss how the
Palestinians were depicted in the film. These
nonviolent protests in Bil’in will be set in the
context of the larger Palestinian non-violent
movement. The next section will focus on the
reception of the film. Then, the paper will
transition into an analysis of the worldwide
reception of the movie, proving that goodwill
can be created by depicting narratives and
humanizing the villainized.
Background
The Oslo Accords signed in 1993 and 1995
between the State of Israel and the Palestinian
Liberation Organization (or PLO) attempted
to grant “right of the Palestinian people to
self-determination.”5 However, the success
of these accords fell short as the Palestinian
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lifestyle is defined by the constraints of the
Israeli Occupation. These constraints involve
current
barriers,
checkpoints,
and
establishment of settlements: “cutting off
Palestinian areas with barriers and
checkpoints, mostly in Gaza but also in
enclaves throughout the West Bank, created
conditions for testing a wide variety of
techniques that monitored and restricted the
movement of people, including systems of
incarceration and interrogation.”6 Since the
signing of these accords, seven additional
Jewish-only7settlements have been built
either in places near Bil’in or on other
Palestinian lands.8
Bil’in – a small, farming town in the
Rammallah district of the Central West Bank
– became site of on-going nonviolent
resistance since 2005 because the barrier
separating Modi’in Illit – an Israeli
settlement – from the village cut through 50–
60% of Bil’in’s land. 9The Palestinian rural
economy relies on olive production, and thus
the barrier between the settlement and village
prevented Palestinian farmers from having
access to their crops.10 Many of the
Palestinian residents lost their jobs, as Israeli
soldiers burned down olive groves to make
way for the settlement to expand. In total, the
Israeli soldiers destroyed about 1,000 olive
trees. 11
In wake of the brute Israeli force, as depicted
in the film, Iyad Burnat led Palestinian
villagers, boys young and old, who would
take to the street following every Jummah
Prayer. Under Burnat’s leadership, the
dissenters engaged in creative and often
theatrical non-violent methods such as
dressing up as civil rights leaders like MLK,
Gandhi, and Nelson Mandela. 12 As of 2013,
40 Palestinians have been killed in these
peaceful rebellions. 13
At the frontlines holding filming these
uprisings was Iyad Burnat’s brother, Emad
Burnat. His home videos centered around his
son Gibreel’s loss of childhood in lieu of

violence amongst peaceful dissent. Emad
Burnat describes how he instinctively whips
out the camera when clashes between
Palestinians and Israelis erupt: “‘I feel like
my camera protects me, but that's an illusion.
I take the camera [along] to protect
myself’”14 He documents the arrests and
deaths of neighbors, the victories of the
village, and everyday strife of Palestinians
living with this looming border. These deeply
emotional moments are thus used to
remember the trauma caused by the Israelis
and perhaps add to the Palestinian cinematic
reserve.
The Narrative and Depiction of
Palestinians
“Why did they shoot Fil. What did he do to
them,”15 toddler Gibreel’s voice reverberates
as he asks his father during the funeral of
their beloved villager Fil. Fil – or “elephant
man,” a nickname given to him by the
children of the village – died after an Israeli
tear gas canister hit him in the chest following
peacefully protesting the barrier. Fil’s
charisma and demeanor were childish; he
was the symbol of hope in the village. Burnat
is witnessing the death of a neighbor and
audiences “are made witness not just to a
death but to the moral nature of Burnat's will
to ‘keep shooting’--not to fire back in defense
(using a gun), but to document (with a
camera) as a form of emotional and ethical
response.”16 This ideal to stay determined –
to “keep filming” – and expose instead of
fighting back with violence, becomes an
effective tool; a tool to explain the
perseverance of Palestinians and to show
how it serves as a microcosm for Palestinians
resist. Other films such as Private embodies
the notion of Israeli colonialism using
different screens of Palestine in the past, and
using the camera to expose apartheid and its
detrimental effects. 17
Arab documentary since the 1970s have
meant to highlight liberation and freedom
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against oppressive forces.18 To convey this
message, these films lead with a character-led
narractive to defy “orientalist views” on the
MENA region, essentially humanizing the
people. 19 Films in Palestinian cannon present
and future have contributed to the case of
Palestinians as a colonized people living
under a system of oppression. The Dupes,
Rana’s Wedding, and Eyes of a Thief
undercut
stereotypical
Palestinian
representations
to
provide
different
perspectives of the Palestinian people to a
transnational audience. 20
Five Broken Cameras takes this character-led
approach
which
is
important
in
demonstrating how it compares with other
similar movements in Palestinian resistance
and the conflict. When discussing social
justice within Palestine, one thought in
contemporary debate is concerning the
significance of focusing on narratives as a
way for the community’s collective memory.
The Palestinian movement shifts from being
portrayed as “terrorism” to a legitimate
peaceful struggle against oppressive Israeli
forces. 21
In an interview, Emad Burnat discusses the
unity within the Palestinians “I say in the film
that I am a farmer, but for me every
Palestinian is a farmer. The doctor is a
farmer, the journalist a farmer, the lawyer a
farmer. This is a symbol in Palestine.
Everyone is a farmer.”22 By invoking a
commonality, Burnat uses his own personal
story and town to represent the larger
Palestinian non-violent resistance and
integrate them within the narrative of
overarching Palestinian resistance.
Besides the daily resistance of being a
Palestinian – circumventing checkpoints,
those who build homes without permits, and
villagers who live on their land without
proper living conditions – more traditional
forms of resistance have occurred. Before the
1948 creation of Israel– in 1936– Palestinians
engaged in nonviolent dissent against British

and Zionist colonialism through civil
disobedience, leading to a general strike.23 In
addition, Palestinians observe a yearly day of
mourning called Land Day. Land Day is a
day to remember the six Palestinians who
died following peaceful demonstrations over
the Israeli government’s “expropriate 60,000
dunams of Palestinian-owned land in the
Galilee” on March 30, 1976.24
Even in Bil’in, nonviolent resistance was met
with a degree of success. The Israeli High
Court declared the barrier should be changed;
the Palestinians engaged in great, theatrical
celebrations, dancing in traditional outfits in
the streets and banging drums.25 However, a
year went by the ruling was never enforced:
the village continued on their track of
nonviolence, influenced by examples of their
past.
In this film, Palestinians continue this
tradition. Villagers like Adeeb – a tough and
vocal protestor who gets shot in the leg –
continues to return to the street Friday; Iyad
Burnat gets arrested by Israeli planted
Palestinian protestor; innocent children run
away from Israeli soldiers who are
employing tear gas and rubber bullets. The
Israeli soldiers know they are being filmed,
yet they continue to enforce their power,
demonstrating to audiences the blatant apathy
the IDF soldiers have towards Palestinians.
Regardless, the Bil’in villagers continue to
adhere to the sentiment of nonviolence,
heeding to the history and tradition of their
advocacy.
Implications
Two Sides, Two Directors
Anti-Zionist activist and Israeli, Guy Davidi,
was amazed the tenacity of the villagers of
Bil’in. One day in 2005, he was approached
by this olive farmer named Burnat 2005;
together, a relationship was built. Burnat was
handing over his most personal and intimate
moments to someone whose ancestral
relatives have and are currently occupying
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his land. Davidi was given the proposition to
help edit and direct a film which went against
the Zionist beliefs he had grown up with.
Both knew the risks involved working with
each other, however, were able to overlook
these cultural differences for an end goal:
create this documentary to retell the story of
this town.26
Davidi, starting in 2005, would frequently
journey to Bil’in to witness the protest, as
neighboring villages began looking to Bil’in
as an example on how to dissent. Due to the
fact that Burnat was the only one in the
village with a camera and he could document
afterhours, people were interested in getting
to know him. Thus, when Burnat realized the
substance of his story, he reached out Davidi
due to his experience as a filmmaker and
involvement in neighboring villages antiZionist protest. Burnat explains that it was
not an active political decision to turn to an
Israeli editor, but friendship itself.27
It is a taboo in Israeli-Palestinian society for
an Israeli and Palestinian to collaborate or
even cooperate.28 Given the location where
this film takes place – right at the frontlines
of Israeli occupation – 5 Broken Cameras
becomes an example for how two antiZionist sides can bridge their cultural
differences and cultivate good will. There is
a highly personal aspect of the IsraeliPalestinian conflict: the years of resentment
between each other, individuals seeing the
difference between binaries of bad and good,
Israeli and Palestinian, occupier and
occupied. People were skeptical about their
relationship. In an interview, Davidi
explained how “when I first came to the
village, people wouldn't be seen with me
because they didn't want to be seen as a
collaborator.”29 In Burnat’s case, he could
overlook the status of being labelled a
“collaborator.”
Like Burnat, Davidi was put in a cultural
dilemma of his own. Growing up in a more
conservative household, he faced societal and

community stresses. He remembers how
Israelis and American Jews told his mother
her son was a traitor as well as instructed
from a young age to not speak with Arabs.30
Given the complex relationship between the
peoplehood’s, these two men’s unique
background – an Israeli and Palestinian–are
an unlikely pair, working together to resist
Israeli occupation through an anti-Zionist
agenda.
Davidi eventually did gain the trust of the
Bil’in villagers. It was a significant moment
as they handed over the most intimate
moments that define the evolution of their
town to an Israeli: the deaths of villagers
young and old caused by Davidi’s people,
private conversations Burnat had with his
wife, Gibreel’s milestones, etc. This trust
given to Davidi’s from the village and Burnat
were necessary for the film’s success.
Although Burnat filmed the majority of the
movie, Davidi’s assistance laid in curating
the script for the voice-over of these
compiled videos. Davidi’s guidance allowed
for Burnat to digest some of the abnormalities
involved in the way he and his kids grew up
and verbalize what it means to be occupied.
Words thus become a way to bridge the gaps
and promote cultural understanding between
the audience and Palestinians. While the
remarkable and unlikely pair aim to push
one’s notions of Palestine to the Western
world, the film becomes an example of the
importance of finding allyship in unexpected
places.
Humanization and Reception
When learning about Palestinian resistance,
European and American often turn to the
Western Media, which more often than not
disproportionally focuses on violent
Palestinian resistance.31 For example, in
2000, when Palestinian were protesting the
reoccupation of their land in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip, some Palestinian militias
responded with violence and the U.S. media
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focused mostly on Israelis’ suffering without
providing adequate context on the Israel
disproportionate attacks on Palestinians.32
Thus, Palestinian resistance in all its forms
gets conflated with terrorism. Once seeing
the depiction of Palestinian resistance
through this avenue, the film was designed to
humanize the villainized Palestinian people.
In a joint statement, the directors Burnat and
Davidi write the purpose of this
documentary,
“We hope people will put aside prejudgments and approach the film with
fresh eyes. We think it is easy to shut
down when watching a film that deals
with such pain and controversy and
reduce the experience to a series of
binaries: right and wrong, good and
bad, Palestinian and Israeli. We urge
viewers to set aside these
oversimplifications to fully embrace
the complexity, beauty, and emotion
of the circumstance.”33
The statement shows the nuances of
the conflict; it’s our duty as onlookers of the
conflict to challenge preconceived notions
and understand that this issue has caused
deep hurt. The film was designed for the
international audience– not the Palestinian.
Palestinian reception initially revolves
around the criticism that Burnat had made
this film with an Israeli. However, this
partnership, depoliticized the issue, as a
Jewish person and a Palestinian partnered to
hold Israel responsible on the global stage.34
With its humble beginnings as a home video,
5 Broken Cameras is simply about a man, his
kids, and his town. In a pathos appeal –
supported by his amateur cinematography
skills– the audience sees that this is not a
state-sponsored or propagandic film, rather a
tale of determination and persistence to stay
non-violent regardless of the fact that “death
is all around.”35
In its form as a first- hand account, audiences
connect with how Burnat uses his victimhood

status to spur change. The inclusion of details
like Gibreel’s first words being “cartridge”
and “army” informs the audience of the deep
systematic presence of the occupation has on
everyday citizens. It deters from what the
Western media broadcasts, and the personal
nature of the film makes us deconstruct the
idea of Palestinian forces as “terrorists.”
Burnat tries to adjust the narrative and
trajectory of Palestinians by using his victim
status to create new image of Palestinians as
determined, lively, and hopeful despite the
looming occupation.
He brings some of the systemic ways the
Israelis encroach on the land and oppress
their voices. For example, the Israeli
government declares Bil’in a closed military
zone so that visitors couldn’t come and join
the protest.36 He shows the brute force that
the IDF soldiers assert on Palestinians and
Palestinian children regardless of knowing
they are being filmed. At one point in the
film, one of the protests involved holding the
casket of an 11-year-old boy killed by IDF
soldiers
killed
during
the
Friday
37
demonstration prior. The utter lack of
humanity that the Israeli forces brought onto
innocent children invokes great sympathy as
the “Palestinian terrorists” the Israeli forces
are targeting, are in fact innocent children and
villagers. By exposing to an international
audience to this cruelty, Burnat succeeded in
his goal of demonstrating the daily
tribulations of being a Palestinian.
Burnat’s efforts did not go unnoticed. The
film was met with critical reception and
received international acclaim. The film won
the World Cinema Directing Award at the
Sundance Film Festival, and a number of
prizes in festivals across Europe: Stockholm,
Prague, Netherlands, and Oslo.38 In
Stockholm, it won the International Stefan
Jarl Award at Tempo, Sweden’s largest
documentary festival.39 5 Broken Cameras
was also nominated for an Academy Award
for Best Documentary Feature. With a twinge
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of irony, when the news broke that the film
had been nominated, the Israeli media was
quick to call it an Israeli Film, despite Davidi
saying the film stands for no one besides his
own work as a director.40 Israeli media
criticized a film similar in nature with its proPalestine undertones “The Gatekeepers.” The
criticism surrounded the filmmaker’s
decision to turn down Israeli consular
reception during film festivals abroad,
highlighting his film was not supposed to
represent the state of Israel as the reason.41
The grand international reception received
from this documentary lends credibility to the
fact that the piece is a work of advocacy
journalism. The director’s overall goal of the
movie was achieved: to expose and bring
attention to this dire issue. Once a group
finally rips off villainized label, they can start
working towards gaining more worldwide
and international attention

Conclusion
5 Broken Cameras is a microcosm for
Palestinian resistance and the humanization
of the Palestinian people. They demonstrate
the tenacity but also the hopefulness and
determination required of a non-violent
movement in light of the odds of succeeding
slim. The Bil’in villagers’ ability to work to
not only promote their own cause but trust an
Israeli – their perceived enemy –
demonstrates the possibility of allyship
between Palestine and anti-Zionism activists
against oppression. Some limitations of this
study focus on the scarcity of scholarly
literature surrounding Palestinian film due to
its critical nature. This paper pulled from
cultural sources like magazine and news
articles to cement the gaps. Nevertheless, the
work that Burnat and Davidi put out clearly
humanized the villainized through its simple
tale of a son, a village called Bil’in, and five
broken cameras.
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